
Celebrate and honour a majestic reception location with carefully-
choreographed, opulent styling. This elegant pale palette with 

gold and Champagne accents spells grown-up luxury.

QB
LOVES

ALL IN THE DETAILS: 
Our super styling duo, Brendan from Styled Events and Cara from Cara Marie 
Designs, put their heads together once again to show you a luxe spin on the 
white wedding. With Brisbane City Hall (circa 1920s) as the magnificent setting, 
styling and stationery elements were carefully assembled for a light and airy 
feel. Styled Events' custom Champagne sequin tablecloths (QB loves!) provide 
the perfect base whilst crisp white Tiffany chairs border the set. An elegant mix 
of tall gloss-white candelabras, single-stem glass candlesticks, glass holders with 
tall thin tapered candles, Royal Doulton crystal hurricanes, cut-glass votives, and 
glass-beaded charger plates with crisp white top plate all combine to give a luxe 
feel, glistening beneath warm candlelight. 

The bridal table, highlighted 
with a romantic, softly-draped 

canopy and spectacular 
crystal chandelier – perfectly 
complementing the grand, 
circa 1920s architecture.
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AN HISTORICMoment



THE DREAM TEAM: 
Styling, featured products & concept: Styled Events & Cara Marie Designs Cake: Julie Whitehead Cakes Stationery: Cara Marie Designs 
Photography: Porfyri Photography Location: Epicure/Brisbane City Hall

ADD A FLOURISH:  
Set the tone of your big day with the ideal font. 
Talk to your stationer about a perfect match. 
Cara kindly divulged the details of this sweet 
combo: 'Burgess Script' + 'Senatus'.

 

CAKE 
The cake is one of Julie Whitehead’s signature 
flavours, a chocolate almond truffle cake 
with coconut gianduja ganache. White Swiss 
chocolate collars surround the three tiers with 
fresh white hydrangeas giving a soft, elegant feel. 
A small heart, also in Swiss white chocolate, 
lends a hint of romance.
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STATIONERY 
White embossed cards from the Cara Marie 
Designs couture range feature Champagne/
latte to the typeface and a single intricate 
band. The palette is kept soft, embossed 
borders on the white cards created a 
frame for the text and the fine lines of 
the font ensured maximum white space. 
White escort cards displayed on a natural 
timber frame ensure the all-important cards 
themselves stand out. Mini accordion menus 
are kept very simple, no layers, minimal text 
– using the fold as the point of difference.


